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Become part of Team Onepoint
Onepoint does more than solve complex digital challenges. It is a place for you to explore
your potential, elevate yourself, and transform your career. An opportunity to belong to a
diverse international team knit together by a culture built on respect and integrity. A team
with deep technical and business expertise, emboldened by a supportive, nurturing
environment. An environment that celebrates the diversity of thinking, innovative mindsets,
knowledge sharing, personal growth, and career progression. Add in the company‘s forwardthinking management and a commitment to offering a healthy life-work balance, and you
start to get an insight into the magic sauce that makes Onepoint a uniquely special place to
work.
A boutique, values-driven, business-oriented technology consultancy, Onepoint’s teams
architect, prototype, build, and manage enterprise-grade solutions for global clients to help
them realise their strategic digital priorities.

Find out more about Careers @ Onepoint

About the role
As a Junior Developer, you will focus on developing new features, implementing unit tests,
and help develop forward-thinking development strategies. You are passionate about
developing software and scripts to maintain complex systems. Your vision and talent will
contribute in new emerging areas such as cloud technologies. You like logic and solving
puzzles. Working together with highly skilled technical experts, you will be a driving force in
building world-class solutions for our clients across the globe.
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Contract type

Permanent, typically working UK hours (08:00 to 17:00 UK). Hours may
vary depending on client requirements. Your local working hours in Sri
Lanka will adjust based on seasons (to match UK day light savings time).

Location

Colombo, Sri Lanka

Experience

Up to 2 years
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What will you work on
• Contribute on designing software components to improve reusability and maintainability.
• Develop backend functionalities with high-quality standards with proper unit tests.
• Build templates and platform extensions to improve productivity of our team.
• Document implemented designs and the produced code accurately.

Who will you work with
You will be reporting to a Technical Lead. You will typically work with a Onepoint Project
Leader, a client-side Project Manager, and other talented Onepoint colleagues.

What skills you will bring to the team
• A recognised qualification in Computer Science (e.g. a Bachelor’s Degree) or equivalent
experience (e.g. 1-2 years in a similar work role).
• Experience with JAVA8+ and Python.
• Experience with SQL and databases.
• Knowledge of No SQL databases.
• Knowledge of JSON and REST API endpoints.
• Knowledge of XML and SOAP API endpoints.
• Knowledge of HTML5, CSS3 and JS (JavaScript).
• Knowledge of stream programming such as Java Streams.
• Knowledge of automated unit testing and integration testing.
• Knowledge of design patterns and Software Development Life Cycle.

What strengths you will bring to the team
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills in English.
• Excellent interpersonal skills to collaborate with various stakeholders.
• A learning enthusiast who would quickly pick up new programming languages,
technologies, and frameworks.
• A proactive Self-Starter with time management skills.
• Good analytical skills to raise the right questions and understand the big picture.
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We want to know more about you
So, you know a bit about us now. To get us started, we would love to get a little glimpse into
what you are about. Send us your CV and short answers to the four questions below to
careers-lanka@onepointltd.com.
1. What virtue do you value the most at work and why?
2. How do you keep up-to-date with technology that is constantly changing?
3. How soon will you be available to join if appointed?
4. What is your current and expected salary?

A bit about benefits
We continually empower our employees to take charge of their career and personal
wellbeing. Besides the life-work balance, self-development, and participative decisionmaking, you also tap into an industry-leading compensation package, including your Rupee
(LKR) salary pegged to Pounds Sterling (GBP) to adjust for local currency fluctuations and an
array of thoughtful perks. Find out more here: Careers @ Onepoint.
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About Onepoint
Onepoint is a boutique, values-driven, business-oriented technology consultancy
headquartered in London, UK and offices in Pune, India and Colombo, Sri Lanka.
We architect, prototype, build, and manage enterprise-grade solutions for global clients
looking for high-impact, business outcome and business-value driven digital innovations to
power deep, transformative change.

Onepoint Consulting Ltd
100 Villiers Road
London NW2 5PJ
United Kingdom
Email: careers-lanka@onepointltd.com
linkedin.com/company/onepointconsulting

onepointltd.com
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